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Ten tempting and tantalizing short stories of the hottest BDSM erotica written by someone with

real-life knowledge of the BDSM lifestyle. The original edition of this work was a Finalist for the

BDSM Writers Con Golden Flogger Award for Best BDSM Book in the Anthology category. Now

with even more stories and prefaces before each detailing background information, this is a

must-have addition for any fan of fine Erotica.
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This collection of short stories really took me by surprise. I didn't expect to like it as much as I did.

I'm more a long-haul read kind of gal.These stories delved into the dark, dirty and gritty world of kink

and they were all well-written and gloriously fun!Will definitely read more from this

author.Fast-paced, easily broken down into shorts for pauses (if you can look away!). Finished in

less than 2 hours.

A collection of brief stories with an interesting mix of BDSM scenes and creative story settings.

Great collection to have when you want a quick read to fill the time or jist to boost your.... Mood. :-)

and I LOVE the Geek story! Oh my gosh it was awesome for a geek like me. Its an updated version

of each story but there are still a couple typos. Luckily not so many typos that it affects the telling of

the story. The telling of the tales is done very well. Very good story teller.

This is my first time reading this authors work. I have to say that this collection surprised me.I am



not into the BDSM scene but I thoroughly enjoyed it. It is fast-paced and extremely steamy. I

recommend this story for anyone looking for something to keep them squirming in their seat and

begging for a cold shower after.Nice job, Judith Anderson.

This is an incredible collection of erotic BDSM short stories! For anyone who is curious about the

lifestyle or is in the lifestyle this is a must read. Once I started reading I was unable to stop until the

very end. I personally am looking forward to reading other works by this author!

This is a must read of short stories. That will only leave you wanting more.. This is going to be one

of my favorite authors if all her books are as good as her first... and I can't see that happening..

Just as I thought the collection of short stories were done, along came another very umm pleasing

story. Really kept me fidgeting in my seat!

I enjoyed Judith Anderson's Short stories immensely!Just the right blend of introducing me to a new

type of erotica, and learning that if you choose to venture, you can do so at your own pace. The

responsibility she took writing these stories, is 2nd on my list of why I'm giving it 5 stars. I will never

enter this world except for fiction, but it was awesome how safe I felt reading about the characters

choices. Sexy, Hot, yes, yes, Yes! Thank you Judith!

Judith Anderson is a new to me author. This book is NOT for those who are offended in BDSM and

sex. This book is all sex. It got a bit too hot for me to listen to on some parts of the book. You need

SHAMWOW!! I am looking forward to more of Judith's books whether it's audible or a reg book!!
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